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Evolution of quantum states

coherent evolution:
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).
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partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted
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the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.
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or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in
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enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in
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unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
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possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,
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We shall refer to PA
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of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-
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FIG. 1: Blind quantum estimation. TOP: Alice and Bob initialize the

two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-

tivated and mathematically sound measure of discord. Dis-
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two arms A and B of an interferometer in a probe state ρAB. Alice’s

subsystem undergoes a unitary dynamics described by UA = e
−iϕHA ,

where ϕ is the parameter to be estimated, while the Hamiltonian HA

is secretely determined by Charlie (C) who reveals his choice only

after the probe state has been transformed. Alice and Bob are then

asked to retrieve ϕ upon performing the most informative joint detec-

tion (D) on the output state and constructing the best estimator ϕ̃ (E).

If ρAB is uncorrelated or only classically correlated, it is impossible

to guarantee a successful estimation for all possible moves of Char-

lie. Exploiting instead probe states with nonclassical correlations

(with or without entanglement), Alice and Bob can always estimate

ϕ with nonvanishing precision. The worst-case precision defines the

interferometric power PA
of ρAB, which is a measure of its quantum

discord. BOTTOM: Remote sensing application. A satellite encodes

a message in a phase ϕ. Upon receiving a probe signal, the satellite

bounces it back shifted by ϕ in a direction �n. For security reasons,

the direction is randomly changed after each time interval δt, and

then publicly broadcast. If δt is smaller than the time needed for a

signal from earth to reach the satellite, then the actual �n which will

be applied is totally unknown at the state preparation stage, realiz-

ing an instance of blind metrology. This is enough to prevent purely

classical players from gaining any information about ϕ in the worst-

case. Conversely, any state preparation making use of discord always

ensures a nonzero minimum precision, quantified by PA
(ρAB).

determine as precisely as possible an unknown phase ϕ intro-

duced by an assigned black box device whose unitary phase-

imprinting mechanism, generated by HA, is unknown at the

state preparation stage of the input probe. Think for instance

to a satellite interrogation (Fig. 1) or a quantum illumination

setting [10] where Alice is asked to monitor a remote (unco-

operative) target whose interaction with the probing signals is

partially incognito. Let us first consider the case of unassisted

probing (i.e. no reference system B). Alice equips herself with

a qubit probe initialized in a state ρA of her choice. The probe

enters the black box, where a randomizing mechanism, or an

intelligent referee called Charlie, decides the direction �n on

the spot and rotates the probe by ϕ according to the generator

HA = �n · �σA. Charlie can now disclose the chosen setting �n to

Alice, who recovers her rotated probe and implements the best

possible measurement strategy to estimate ϕ. The trial can

be repeated an arbitrarily high number ν of times to improve

the statistics, under the condition that the prepared quantum

state ρA and the Bloch sphere direction �n are fixed by the first

trial and not changed during the whole procedure. Eventu-

ally, Alice deduces a probability distribution for ϕ; the esti-

mation precision shall be determined by the associated QFI.

How can Alice choose a probe state ρA that guarantees her a

nonzero precision whichever the setting? Simply, she cannot,

as for any ρA there are always adverse choices of �n such that

her state is unaffected by the rotation, resulting in a zero QFI,

or not sufficiently affected for the task purposes, resulting in

Alice being unable to access information about ϕ precisely

enough. The minimum precision over all �n vanishes as it is in

fact impossible for a qubit state ρA to exhibit coherence in the

eigenbases of all Hamiltonians �n · �σA.

The solution to this conundrum requires a collaborative

strategy based on the interferometric setup of Fig. 1. Alice

and Bob initialize qubits A and B in a chosen probe state ρAB,

unbeknownst of �n. As usual, after Charlie discloses �n at the

output stage, Alice and Bob are allowed to perform the best

possible joint measurement on the resulting global state ρϕ
AB

,

possibly repeating the estimation trial ν times. It is natural to

assign a relevant figure of merit for this procedure given by

the worst-case QFI over all possible black box settings �n,

PA
(ρAB) =

1

4
min

HA

F(ρAB; HA) , (1)

where we inserted a normalization factor
1

4
for convenience.

We shall refer to PA
(ρAB) as the interferometric power (IP)

of the input state ρAB, since it quantifies rather intuitively the

guaranteed usefulness of such a state for blind estimation of a

phase applied on Alice’s side of the quantum interferometer.

All the states ρAB with nonzero IP are, by definition, useful

for blind phase estimation. Having already established that

product states are not in this class, one might wonder whether

entanglement between A and B is required for the task. Cru-

cially, we find that even the majority of mixed separable states

have a nonzero IP. Entanglement is not necessary to ensure

local coherence in all bases, but quantum discord is [11–13].

Discord encodes a statistical relationship between constituents

of a composite system which has no classical analogue and

can be observed in the disturbance induced on the system

state by local measurements [7, 8]. While it has been spec-

ulated that discord might be at root of some quantum advan-

tage e.g. in specific computation or communication settings

[14–17], its practical merit remains unclear. We show that the

IP of Eq. (1)—which can furthermore be computed in closed

form for relevant cases [9]—is in general an operationally mo-
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propagation of polarization qubits in optical fibers 
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Conclusions

CUT-AND-PASTE PROTOCOL: Halving EB channels and properly reordering their parts
                                                can yield a new communication line which is not EB
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FUTURE
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